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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Government Wants to Dictate Truth

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

The U.S. government is seeking to dictate what is truth and what must be censored to

protect the public from dangerous information. To that end, Sen. Amy Klobuchar, D-

Minn., has introduced a bill that would strip social media platforms of their liability

protections if their technologies spread misinformation related to public-health

emergencies

"

Dr. Anthony Fauci, who has led the U.S. pandemic response team from the beginning,

admitted he lied to the public about the usefulness of masks

"

According to investigative journalist Ben Swann, Fauci has funded gain-of-function

research to the tune of at least $41.7 million, a claim Fauci has denied before

Congress

"

Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., has sent a letter to the Department of Justice asking for a

criminal referral. According to Paul, Fauci lied to Congress, a felony punishable by up

to Mve years in prison

"

According to Hannah Cox, content manager for Foundation for Economic Education,

“Fauci’s disastrous track record of misinformation, laid bare throughout his many

rounds with Rand Paul, shows why the government has no business trying to be a

monolithic source and arbiter of truth”

"
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“Misinformation is much more destructive when it emanates from a monopolistic

‘Ministry of Truth,’” Hannah Cox, content manager for Foundation for Economic

Education, writes in a July 25, 2021, article.

“[Anthony] Fauci can’t get his own facts straight, yet the government wants to decide

what’s ‘misinformation’ on social media,” she adds, pointing to National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) director Fauci’s testimony during a recent

Congressional committee hearing in which Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., questioned him

about his funding of gain-of-function research on coronaviruses. Cox writes:

“In his opening statement, Paul referenced an academic paper  that further

calls into question the origins of the COVID-19 variant that upended the

world.

‘We hypothesize that the direct progenitor of SARS-CoV may have originated

after sequential recombination events between the precursors of these

SARSr-CoVs,’ stated the numerous scientists and doctors who authored the

research.

The data is the latest in a long line of evidence that has emerged indicating

the viability of the theory that the disease not only came from a lab, but that

the NIH actually funded the laboratory and research that may have produced

it.

But in a May hearing, when originally pressed on it by Dr. Paul, Fauci denied

that his agency funded gain-of-function research at the Wuhan Institute of

Virology (WIV).

Those statements were brought into doubt. The NIH did fund research at WIV

that analyzed bat specimens collected from caves in China to study their
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potential for infecting humans. The grant was made in a roundabout way

through a nonproTt called EcoHealth.”

When pressed, Fauci insisted he has never lied before Congress, and would not

retract his May 11, 2021, statement in which he claimed the NIH has “never funded

gain-of-function research.” According to Fauci, the PLOS Pathogens paper  Paul

introduced as evidence has been “judged by qualiMed staff, up and down the chain, as

not being gain-of-function.”

“It appears that instead of arguing the actual data, Fauci is now resorting to

semantics around the deTnition of ‘gain-of-function,’” Cox writes,  “but even

to a scientiTc layman it is becoming increasingly clear that Fauci misled the

American public for some time on this matter. He knew he authorized the

funding and was not forthcoming on that fact — even when asked by a sitting

Senator.”

Paul Highlights Verbatim Admission

Paul appears none too impressed with the semantics defense and has publicly called

Fauci out as a liar. In a July 20, 2021, tweet, Paul said,  “Yes, Dr. Fauci’s NIH did fund

the Wuhan Virology Lab. Here’s the verbatim admission from their chief scientist Dr.

Shi Zhengli.”

In a follow-up tweet on that same day, Paul stated:

“MIT biologist Kevin Esvelt reviewed this paper that was published with

Tnancial assistance from Dr. Fauci’s NIH/NIAID and concluded ‘certain

techniques that the researchers used seemed to meet the deTnition of gain-

of-function.’”
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July 20, 2021, Paul went on the Hannity program,  announcing he “will be sending a

letter to Department of Justice asking for a criminal referral because he [Fauci] has

lied to Congress,” a felony punishable by up to Mve years in prison, adding “We have

scientists that were lined up by the dozens to say that the research he was funding

was gain-of-function.” A month earlier, May 12, 2021, Paul made the same argument,

telling Fox News:

“What Dr. Fauci said yesterday was veriTably false. He said no NIH money

went to the Wuhan Institute for gain of function. Well, the main doctor there,

the one they call … the bat woman ... wrote a paper that MIT scientists have

looked at that they said was gain of function — meaning juicing up these

viruses to make them very potent and infect humans.

She wrote this paper and, in the paper, acknowledged her funding came from

Dr. Fauci’s group, the NIAID, which is part of NIH. So, he is veriTably telling

you something that is not true. In the grant application ... it says it is for gain

of function ... So, Dr. Fauci came to Congress yesterday and lied.”

WIV Deleted US Research Partners from Website

Before March 2021, NIAID collaboration and funding of research at the WIV could

easily be veriMed simply by visiting the WIV’s website where it listed its research

partners. However, shortly after Fauci testiMed in a Senate hearing in March 2021,

the WIV suddenly deleted mentions of its collaboration with the NIAID/NIH and

several other American research partners.

As of March 21, 2021, the lab’s website listed the following U.S.-based research

partners: University of Alabama, University of North Texas, EcoHealth Alliance,

Harvard University, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the United States, and the
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National Wildlife Federation.

The next day, only two remained: EcoHealth Alliance and the University of Alabama.

At the same time, the WIV also deleted studies with hallmark descriptions of gain-of-

function research on the SARS virus.

According to investigative journalist Ben Swann,  the NIH/NIAID has funded gain-of-

function research to the tune of at least $41.7 million. Up until 2014, this research

was conducted by Dr. Ralph Baric at the University of North Carolina (UNC). In 2014,

the U.S. government issued a moratorium on federal gain-of-function research

funding due to safety, ethical and moral concerns raised within the scientiMc

community.

At that point, NIAID funding for this kind of research started being funneled through

the EcoHealth Alliance to the WIV. Swann reviews documents he believes prove that

Fauci lied to Congress, including a paper  titled “SARS-Like WIV1-CoV Poised for

Human Emergence,” submitted to PNAS in 2015 and subsequently published in 2016.

In this paper, the authors state that:

“Overall, the results from these studies highlight the utility of a platform that

leverages metagenomics Tndings and reverse genetics to identify

prepandemic threats.

For SARS-like WIV1-CoV, the data can inform surveillance programs, improve

diagnostic reagents, and facilitate effective treatments to mitigate future

emergence events. However, building new and chimeric reagents must be

carefully weighed against potential gain-of-function (GoF) concerns.”

At the end of that paper, the authors thank “Dr. Zhengli-Li Shi of the Wuhan Institute of

Virology for access to bat CoV sequences and plasmid of WIV1-CoV spike protein.”
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They also specify that the research was supported by the NIAID under the grant

awards U19AI109761 and U19AI107810, which together total $41.7 million.

Grant Letter Dispels Semantics Defense

A letter  from the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to the director

of proposals at UNC Chapel Hill, discussing grant U19AI107810, also puts a kink in

Fauci’s attempt to change the deMnition of gain-of-function, and stands in direct

challenge to his claim that the NIAID has never funded gain-of-function research, and

that Baric’s research never involved gain-of-function. The October 21, 2014, letter

states, in part:

“NIAID has determined that the above referenced grant may include Gain of

Function (GoF) research that is subject to the recently-announced U.S.

Government funding pause …

The following speciTc aims appear to involve research covered under the

pause: Project 1: Role of Uncharacterized Genes in High Pathogenic Human

Coronavirus Infect — Ralph S. Baric, PhD — Project Leader. SpeciTc Aim 1.

Novel Functions in virus replication in vitro. SpeciTc Aim 3. Novel functions

in virus pathogenesis in vivo.”

‘Fauci Found It Appropriate to Lie’

“This would certainly not be the Trst time Fauci has been caught giving the

American people false information,” Cox writes.  “From the very beginning of

the crisis, Fauci found it appropriate to lie to the people and control valuable

information around the pandemic.”
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She goes on to highlight Fauci’s ever-changing opinion about mask wearing. ScientiMc

evidence shows face masks do not prevent viral illnesses.  This includes COVID-19-

speciMc research  from Denmark, which found that mask wearing may either

reduce your risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection by as much as 46%, or increase your risk by

23%. Either way, the vast majority — 97.9% of those who didn’t wear masks, and 98.2%

of those who did — remained infection free.

Among mask wearers, 1.8% ended up testing positive for SARS-CoV-2, compared to

2.1% among controls. When they removed those who did not adhere to the

recommendations for use, the results remained the same — 1.8%, which suggests

adherence makes no difference. Among those who reported wearing their face mask

“exactly as instructed,” 2% tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 compared to 2.1% of the

controls.

Back in March 2020, Fauci was on the right track, publicly stating that masks cannot

prevent viral infection. The video above features one such appearance. At the time,

Fauci stated  that “people should not be walking around with masks” because “it’s

not providing the perfect protection that people think that it is.” Only symptomatic

individuals and health care workers were urged to wear them.

Fauci even pointed out that mask wearing has “unintended consequences” as “people

keep Mddling with their mask and they keep touching their face,” which may actually

increase the risk of contracting and/or spreading the virus.

In February 2020, Surgeon General Jerome Adams also sent out a tweet urging

Americans to stop buying masks, saying they are "NOT effective."  (He has since

deleted that tweet.) Adams also warned that if worn or handled improperly, face

masks can increase your risk of infection.
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Fauci Admits Issuing Intentional Misinformation

By July 2020, Fauci admitted his initial dismissal of face masks was an intentional Mb,

as there was a shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE) at the time and he

wanted to ensure there would be enough for frontline workers.  “If we listen to Fauci’s

account, he essentially believed it was alright to prioritize some lives over others and

lie to people in the process,” Cox writes.

This is a classic illustration of the use of what Plato calls the Nobel Lie. It is Mne to lie

as long as it is for the greater good. Fast-forward a few weeks, and by the end of July

2020, Fauci suggested adding goggles and full face shields, in addition to a mask,

ostensibly because the mucous membranes of your eyes could potentially serve as

entryways for viruses as well.

Interestingly enough, a March 31, 2020, report  in JAMA Ophthalmology found SARS-

CoV-2-positive conjunctival specimens (i.e., specimens taken from the eye) in just

5.2% of conMrmed COVID-19 patients (two out of 28). What’s more, contamination of

the eyes is likely primarily the result of touching your eyes with contaminated Mngers,

and if you wear goggles or a face shield, you may be more prone to touch your eyes to

rub away sweat, condensation and/or scratch an itch.

“ Fauci’s disastrous track record of
misinformation, laid bare throughout his many
rounds with Rand Paul, shows why the government
has no business trying to be a monolithic source and
arbiter of truth. ~ Hannah Cox, Foundation for
Economic Education”
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Around December 2020, recommendations for double-masking emerged,  gaining

momentum through extensive media coverage as we moved into the Mrst weeks of

2021,  at which time Fauci agreed that wearing two masks instead of just one was

“common sense” as it would likely provide greater protection.

By early May 2021, Fauci introduced the suggestion that we might also start wearing

face masks during inpuenza season after the COVID-19 pandemic recedes “to help

avoid spreading or contracting respiratory illnesses like the pu.” Mid-July 2021, Fauci

also insisted parents should continue to mask children aged 2 and older, saying:

“Unvaccinated children of a certain age greater than 2 years old should be

wearing masks. No doubt about that. That’s the way to protect them from

getting infected, because if they do, they can then spread the infection to

someone else.”

No new scientiMc evidence to support masking against respiratory viruses has been

presented, however. Cox also points out that Fauci recommended nationwide school

closures even though published science showed children are largely immune  to

SARS-CoV-2 infection and are not signiMcant vectors for spread.  More recent

research  shows children, when infected, also have a survival rate of 99.995%.

Government Nominates Itself as Ministry of Truth

“To add insult to injury, the government has nominated itself as the sole arbiter of

truth when it comes to information on the coronavirus,” Cox writes, adding:

“The Biden Administration has claimed misinformation on social media

platforms is ‘killing people’ and has openly been pressuring Facebook to

remove posts that do not align with their narrative … This is concerning for

multiple reasons.
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First and foremost, it is a violation of free speech and the free market for the

government to tell any private business how to run its operations. Plain and

simple.

Additionally, the government has no business being in a position of

determining what the truth is or is not. They’ve been caught lying more times

than we can count and are likely to continue, given how misleading the public

often serves to increase their own power.

The government’s track record of inaccuracy by no means begins with COVID,

but has certainly grown with it. This is the last entity we should trust with a

monopoly over information.

Fauci’s disastrous track record of misinformation, laid bare throughout his

many rounds with Rand Paul, shows why the government has no business

trying to be a monolithic source and arbiter of truth.”

Senator Introduces Bill to Force Online Censorship

July 22, 2021, The Wall Street Journal  reported Sen. Amy Klobuchar, D-Minn., has

introduced a bill “that would strip online platforms such as Facebook Inc. and Twitter

Inc. of their liability protections if their technologies spread misinformation related to

public-health emergencies, such as the Covid-19 pandemic.”

Section 230 protects internet platforms from lawsuits arising from content generated

by users and third parties. Klobuchar’s bill would create an exception to this law, the

Health and Human Services department (HHS) would be responsible for dictating

what health information is true and what is misinformation.

Internet platforms would then be required to censor accordingly or face potential
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litigation. Time will tell if this bill will pass and stand up to legal scrutiny.

As noted by Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas in an April 5, 2021, ruling  in

which he weighed in on the ability of social media giants to control free speech, “The

government cannot accomplish through threats of adverse government action what

the Constitution prohibits it from doing directly.”

After Censorship, Will Social Credit System Be Far Behind?

If government censorship becomes law, will a social credit system based on

government narrative adherence be far behind? “We need to act now to block Britain’s

social credit system,” columnist Ross Clark writes in a July 24, 2021, Spectator

article.

While Clark, just 12 days earlier, had estimated it might take two to Mve years for a

British COVID vaccination passport scheme to transition into a full-blown social credit

system like that of China, in reality, it’s already being rolled out.

“This morning it was reported that the government is planning to introduce a

health app in January which will monitor our shopping, our exercise levels, or

intake of fruit and vegetables — and reward us with virtue points which we

can exchange for discounts, free tickets … and other goodies,” Clark writes.

Considering the whole world is acting in lockstep — as described and recommended

in the Rockefeller Foundation’s 2010 “Scenarios for the Future of Technology and

International Development” report  — it’s probably only a matter of time before the

same kind of social credit score “carrot” gets dangled in front of our faces here in the

United States.
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First Comes the Carrot, Then the Stick

Looking back, it’s easy to see how the carrot and the stick have been intermittently

used to herd the population toward a desired goal. While getting everyone injected

with SARS-CoV-2 spike producing mRNA is clearly one goal, it’s not the only one.

As indicated by Clark, a social credit system that grants outside agencies complete

control over your life is also being introduced, one small step at a time. And, like with

the COVID jabs, carrots to get people to voluntarily embrace this social credit system

are deployed Mrst. The stick will come out later, as it has with the COVID shots.

ABC News panelist Margaret Hoover recently told George Stephanopoulos she thinks

government ought to make life “almost impossible” for people who reject the COVID

shot.

To that end, she suggests making COVID injectables a requirement for government-

provided health and Mnancial services, such as VA treatment, Medicare, Medicaid and

Social Security payments, “because … we are going to have to take care of you on the

back end.” 

PayPal to Block Certain Financial Transactions

Those relying on Social Security aren’t the only ones who might begin to feel the sting

of the stick. More than 150 health care workers were recently Mred from Houston

Methodist for refusing the experimental COVID jab,  and many other professions face

the same “jab or job” dilemma.

PayPal is also using the stick against the self-employed and small businesses that

aren’t toeing the desired line. It recently partnered with the Anti-Defamation League’s

Center on Extremism “to investigate how extremist and hate movements in the United
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States take advantage of Mnancial platforms to fund their criminal activities,” Reuters

reported, July 26, 2021,  with the aim of “disrupting” such transactions.

The headline, “PayPal to Research Transactions That Fund Hate Groups, Extremists,”

had originally included the word “Blocking.” Perhaps announcing that PayPal will

actually block the Mnancial transactions of those suspected of harboring anti-

government sentiments was too great a truth bomb for the average Reuters

audience?

Targeted entities include individuals and companies suspected of supporting white

supremacy and anti-government narratives, and anyone spreading information and/or

proMting from antisemitism, islamophobia, racism, anti-immigrant, anti-Black, anti-

Hispanic and anti-Asian bigotry.

The information collected will be shared with other Mnancial institutions, law

enforcement and policymakers. It doesn’t take a genius to deduce where this might

end up, considering intelligence agencies are already deploying sophisticated

cyberwarfare tools against civilians.  As reported by independent investigative

journalist Whitney Webb in an article for Unlimited Hangout:

“British and American state intelligence agencies are ‘weaponizing truth’ … in

a recently announced ‘cyber war’ to be commanded by AI-powered arbiters of

truth against information sources that challenge odcial narratives.”

While it can cause discomfort, the best defense is a peaceful offense. If you don’t like

where things are headed, peaceful disobedience is likely to be the most effective way

to push back, be it against mask mandates, forced vaccinations, a two-tier society of

vaccinated/unvaccinated with unequal rights and privileges, mandatory vaccine

passports, a social credit system, or all of the above.
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kbamQeld

as all of this is so passive aggressive maybe its time to take the gloves off as the court systems a

blocked and it will take years to get turned around -In Alberta Canada there was a win = Patriot Patrick

King represented himself in court after being Mned $1200 dollars for protesting against the

Covid-Hoax, he slew the beast and emerged VICTORIOUS. He issued a subpoena to the Provincial

Health Minister for proof that the so-called Covid-19 Virus exists, and they were forced to admit that

they had no evidence whatsoever. The virus has never been isolated, and thus the government had no

legal grounds to impose any of the punishing restrictions they have inpicted on society. Since this

shocking confession came to light, the Province has since rescinded all Covid-Restrictions and now

otcially treats Covid-19 as nothing more than a mild pu! WE WON King has shown the template to be

followed WORLDWIDE. This is what can happen when you are not re-presented by a BAR (British

Accredited Registry) Lawyer who's Mrst obligation is to the Corrupted Courts and not their client.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mirandola

I agree that the courts are corrupt. However, wherever there is strong social pressure, the judges

will rule accordingly. With the lockdowns, many in *Congress* now Mring their mouths at Speaker

Pelosi for threatening to arrest those walking the Capitol's halls without a mask,

www.youtube.com/results?search_query=lambasting+pelosi+mask+mandates   the breakdown of

the economy, suicides and more, it may very well be that some judges will break faith with the

ranks and rule on our side. I said may, not a guaranteed "will". I think it depends on the judge. But I

bet there will be some on our side. With the Fauci emails come to light, the pressure will be on.

I do think there is a possibility that we can win this one, and the truth will triumph. If it does not

now, my prediction is that with time it will. The truth is coming out more and more, and tides are

beginning to turn, and in many areas, with many lawsuits and many more truths disclosed and

insights awakening almost daily. I think this article today by Dr Mercola is a very important one. We

should seed it far and wide on the web. Thank you Dr Mercola! YOu are a brave soul and a peaceful

https://articles.mercola.com/members/kbamfield/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=lambasting+pelosi+mask+mandates
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warrior for truth. BRAVO!!!!!!!!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

Thanks kbamMeld. Yes, a great victory, a great example to follow against the tyranny and

oppression of the Fauci dictatorship who has led the US pandemic response team from the

beginning. According to investigative journalist Ben Swann, Fauci has funded a proMt-of-function

investigation to the tune of at least $ 41.7 million. Now Fsuci after claiming for a long time that

only 70 percent of Americans needed to "get vaccinated" against the Wuhan coronavirus

(Covid-19) to "stop the spread", the fake TV "doctor" Tony Fauci now insists that the real Mgure is

more like 90 percent. All in the way of the obligatory vaccine and the interests of the

pharmaceutical multinationals and the creation of the transhuman man whose genes can be

patented and led like a robot to the tyranny of the Great Reset.

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-05-fauci-says-90-percent-vaccination-neces..  

A link about it on the titanic Mght of King blames The MSM and Big Tech are trying to suppress this

article. Share it with your friends and family using the buttons below! A police source conMrmed

with the Conservative Beaver that Pat King is being targeted by the enforcement division of the

deep state and there is an ongoing operation to silence him. This includes posting fake news

stories “debunking” this video, as well as articles by big-pharma-funded “fact-checkers.” “King

blames the pandemic on the “one world government.” He calls the pandemic “false.” Pat King

encourages people to use the same tactic in their own jurisdictions and to ask for proof of Covid’s

existence in court.!. “FAUCI IS A MEDICAL FASCIST WHO WANTS YOU TO BE GENETICALLY RAPED

WITH HIS DEADLY SIRINGES”

 www.conservativebeaver.com/2021/08/04/the-most-censored-canadian-alber..   (August 05,

2021)

Posted On 08/06/2021
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Guillermou

Linking with Dr. Mercola's information on Senator Rand Paul great freedom Mghter:RAND PAUL:

MASK MANDATES AND LOCKDOWNS FROM PETTY TYRANTS? NO, NOT AGAIN. CHOOSE

FREEDOM “President Biden — we will not accept your agencies’ mandates or your reported moves

toward a lockdown. No one should follow the CDC’s anti-science mask mandates. And if you want

to shutdown federal agencies again — some of which aren’t even back to work fully — I will stop

every bill coming through the Senate with an amendment to cut their funding if they don’t come to

work. Local bureaucrats and union bosses — we will not allow you to do more harm to our children

again this year.

Children are not at any more risk from COVID than they are for the seasonal pu. Every adult who

works in schools has either had the vaccine or had their chance to. There is no reason for mask

mandates, part time schools, or any lockdown measures. Children are falling behind in school, and

are being harmed physically and psychologically by the tactics you have used to keep them from

the classroom last year. We won’t allow it again.”

www.globalresearch.ca/sen-rand-paul-mask-mandates-lockdowns-petty-tyra..  (August 05, 2021)

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

“We are health professionals of the international collective : United Health Professionals,

composed of more than 1,500 members (including professors of medicine, intensive care

physicians and infectious disease specialists) from different countries of Europe, Africa, America,

Asia and Oceania and, on August 26, 2020, we addressed to governments and citizens of countries

around the world an alert message regarding the COVID outbreak. We say : STOP to all crazy and

disproportionate measures that have been taken since the beginning to Mght SARS-CoV-2

(lockdown, blocking the economy and education, social distancing, wearing of masks for all, etc.)

because they are totally unjustiMed, are not based on any scientiMc evidence and violate the basic

principles of evidence-based medicine.” In the link  “COVID, BIGGEST HEALTH SCAM OF THE 21ST

CENTURY.” REPORT BY 1500 HEALTH PROFESSIONALS”. the claims:

www.globalresearch.ca/the-covid-outbreak-biggest-health-scam-of-the-21..  (July 23, 2021)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.globalresearch.ca/sen-rand-paul-mask-mandates-lockdowns-petty-tyrants-no-not-again-choose-freedom/5752149
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-covid-outbreak-biggest-health-scam-of-the-21st-century-report-by-1500-health-professionals/5737838
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Gui, Your last article tracing the history of the WHO's attempts at fake pandemics is a great link,

everyone will want to read the history, Thanks!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

Thanks ROSE. Also: UNIVERSITY ON BEHALF OF PROFESSOR REQUIRED TO GET COVID VACCINE

DESPITE HAVING NATURAL IMMUNITY. The New Civil Liberties Alliance’s lawsuit says George

Mason University’s attempt to interfere with Professor Zywicki’s bodily autonomy, with no

legitimate rationale for doing so, not only violates medical ethics, but also fundamental rights

protected in the Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/new-civil-liberties-alliance-georg..  (08/05/21)

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

carolmalaysia

Freedom Fighter Court VICTORY! Ends Masking, Shots, Quarantine in Alberta! Stew Peters Show

- Published  August 3, 2021 - Rumble — WE CAN WIN! Patrick King is a proud father of 2, Freedom

Fighter and Patriot who took on the powerful government in Alberta, and WON! We can ALL learn

from this, and we MUST battle this in every single city, every single county, every single state, every

single NATION! The Mght for freedom is a worldwide effort, and WE CAN WIN! www.StewPeters.tv

... rumble.com/.../vi2ltq

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

AND a little tidbit this morning, re Dr Mercola's favorite unfounded, unresearched news outlet:

"CNN Mres unvaccinated employees for going to otce" -

www.bbc.com/.../world-us-canada-58112125  

Carolmalaysia - nice link, I heard about Alberta but missed watching that show. Thanks!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

EarthTruth

A fundamental truth everyone among the public needs to awaken to, but very few have, is that

"government" is cloak behind which the psychopathic ruling class controls and exploits the public

with -- see  “The 2 Married Pink Elephants In The Historical Room –The  Holocaustal Covid-19

Coronavirus Madness: A Sociological Perspective  & Historical Assessment Of The Covid

“Phenomenon”” by Rolf Hefti  at www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Earthtruth - who is this rolf hefti person? At the end of his "2 Married Pink Elephants in the

Historical Room", the reference article list, starting on pg. 70, is one of the more comprehensive,

inclusive lists to date! Thanks for this link (by mistake, printed the document). Working on medical

tyranny issues for some time...just amazing.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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Retsbew

Hello KbamMeld, I've worked in the Canadian court system for at least 20 years.  Part of that time I

was a Court Reporter with the otce of the Attorney General and as such, an otcial of the court.

 The court where Patrick King was a self-rep is in western Canada.  Our courts in Canada are based

on British law, something which always stands up well under scrutiny and precedents.  Patrick has

set a beautiful precedent which we know will not be covered in the media.  The best we can do it

get it into the media via published comments in appropriate places if possible.  

Judges here were all lawyers to begin with and there are always good, bad and indifferent in most

professions and they are appointed, not elected.  I have to say in the lengthy time I was involved in

the legal system here, the honesty and professionalism of the judges was something I didn't see

fail.  Only once did I question what had happened when a judge failed to see that a young child did

not understand the difference between right and wrong.  A trial involving a little boy accused of

exposing himself went ahead as a result and that child's life could have been ruined by such a

mistake.  That I saw this happen once in 20 years is remarkable and shows the quality of the

Canadian justice system.

Lawyers are a mixed bunch and it takes a lot of effort to Mnd one who will do the best job for you

and truly earn the too often outrageous fees that are charged.  That's why people like Patrick King

self-rep and he has an innate sense of justice and is a common sense sort of person.  He

describes himself as just an oil and gas guy and he's very typical of westerners who are relaxed

and friendly.  Rather than dismissing any court system as corrupt, bring it to account and make it

serve the people; that's its purpose.  Dr. Fuellmich is right, we're going to need covid case courts.

 At the stage we are at now, I think the names of judges on covid cases should be publicized.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Smiller23

I’m confused www.jccf.ca/justice-centre-statement-about-freedom-Mghter-court-victo..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

SilentTroubador

Earth Truth - Thank you very much for the introduction to Rolf Hefti through this discerning and

relevant article.  I also enjoyed the "About" section.  Cheers!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

NaplesDan

Smiller…can’t attest to the legalities, but King brought the case then BOOM the Province declares

the pandemic over.  Coincidence?

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Lollieme

Just listened to Patrick King video ~ wow!  He hopefully has set a precedent that others all over the

world can follow.

c-vine.com/blog/canadian-court-victory-no-proof-covid-19-is-real-all-r..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Gui,
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Am not very organized or contiguous today...That George Mason Univ article on CHD describes a

messy system - information shambles. I visited an allergist who was completely unaware of the

T-Detect test, approved by the FDA under EUA last March 2021, and appears far more accurate in

determining immunity than earlier antibody testing. Reasons? Because it tests for the actual

Mghter of this China pu; adaptive T-cells stick around a lot longer than antibodies. Here's the link to

the FDA report for downloading: www.fda.gov/.../download  - took me a while to look this one up,

as Lakhana had mentioned it several times. Easier to read press releases are also online, and YOU

DONT NEED A DOCTOR TO ORDER THIS TEST.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

coolvyakti

If this is possible in Canada and all it takes is to challenge them on the proof for them to fold, with

so many lawyers in USA, what is stopping people in US stopping this NOW, by mounting similar

challenges. Also, why is Dr Mercola folding up so fast? It is not as if he was lying to people on his

website, which was full of great info. What threats were issued to him to start deleting content

every 48 hours? Especially when the powers that be are doing the faking it, why is Dr Mercola not

challenging them on this? It is not as if, in US they will magically be able to produce the proof of

this virus, when as yet not a single medical authority has been able to do so (there was a similar

challenge in Holland).

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Krofter

carol - Thanks for including the link to Stew Peters.

Smiller - This is what lawyers do best, muddy the waters with legal jargon.  'If you can't beat 'em,

ba�e 'em with bullshit.'  The point is, the case was not pressed forward.  Occam's razor applies

here - the obvious answer is usually the right one.

https://www.fda.gov/media/146481/download
https://articles.mercola.com/members/coolvyakti/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Almond

How long until you Mnd out who you really are and what you are capable of?  Each of us is unique.  In

each of our lives, we are given both innate abilities and skills we can develop.  Just like snowpakes,

none of us are exactly the same.  Not using the gifts we are given is like being able to read and not

doing it… you might as well be illiterate.  Our gifts were given to us for a purpose.  They are meant to be

used. Each of us leads a life of great promise.  Do not trivialize even the small things you do. They

matter to someone.  They all have a place in the greater consciousness of humanity. Be aware of every

good thing you can think or do. Make it your goal to pursue perfection, even knowing that, as human

beings we are pawed and imperfect.  Whatever you can do, do it as well as you can.

The soul of man is spiritual.  There is a higher purpose in our lives than serving the technocracy.  We

are facing times of great challenges.  It will take the efforts of many to shed light in darkness. Hold

your candle high and keep it lit.  Resist.  Be part of the struggle and do not abandon hope.  These may

be times when it is worthier to be a footnote on a page of history that a tyrant who earned a headline.

We will face the turmoil of a storm, but we are waiting for the rainbow that follows.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Divenire

Very wise and uplifting post, Almond. Thank you. I’m going to send it to my 26-yo daughter.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

anmael
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This great challenge, almond, will reveal who we really are.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Woodcarver

Thanks!  I needed to be reminded of this.  " Do not trivialize even the small things you do."

Milton said in Paradise Lost, "They also serve who only stand and wait."

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

Thank you Almond!  I’m sending this on as well!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Amis

Dr Mercola.........in today's world of "good called evil and evil called good" it is a badge of honour to be

singled out and censored , as you are . It means you are a commander in chief on the side of Truth and

Justice and THEY fear YOU. I have learnt SO much from your  newsletters and will go on doing so. I will

pray for your safety from these truly evil people and remember ......We ,the truth tellers everywhere, are

not alone, there are many millions of us 9despite their trying to  convince us we are weak and

 alone).........AND......WE win because God always wins in the end (it's in the bible) :-)

Posted On 08/05/2021
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anmael

Nadie dijo que iba a ser fácil... De todas formas, debiéramos terminar de entender que lo que

menos le importa al poder es la verdad y lo que sea legal o legítimo. Vivimos una tiranía global, y

cuando antes se entienda esto, antes hallaremos los medios para resistir lo que se oponga

anuestra LIBERTAD, porque de eso se trata... Van por el dominio sobre todo lo que hay,  y

manipularán , mentirán  y todo lo que decidan para hacerlo suyo. Acá, algo de lo que hay hoy en

español...tal vez quieran ustedes traducirlo, si no entienden este idioma. (TRADUCIRÉ, PERO YA

ME AVISARON ALGUNOS QUE LA TRADUCCIÓN (google) NO ES BUENA)

elarconte.tv/el-bombazo-de-la-quinta-columna-consiguen-una-vacuna-cont..       ~

gazzettadelapocalipsis.wordpress.com    ~

odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8/DIRECTONOCTURNODELAQUINTACOLUMNA-PROGRAM..        

.....................................

Nobody said it was going to be easy... In any case, we should Mnish understanding that what

matters least to power is the truth and what is legal or legitimate. We live a global tyranny, and the

sooner this is understood, the sooner we will Mnd the means to resist what opposes our FREEDOM,

because that is what it is about ... They go for dominance over everything there is, and they will

manipulate, lie and whatever they decide to make it their own. Here, some of what is in Spanish ...

maybe you want to translate it, if you don't understand this language.  (I WILL TRANSLATE, BUT

SOME ALREADY TELL ME THAT THE TRANSLATION (google) IS NOT GOOD)

elarconte.tv/el-bombazo-de-la-quinta-columna-consiguen-una-vacuna-cont..   ~

gazzettadelapocalipsis.wordpress.com  ~

odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8/DIRECTONOCTURNODELAQUINTACOLUMNA-PROGRAM..  

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, AMIS, the false gods of evil want to monopolize the earth's resources at will and create a

transhumanism where people lose their spiritual essence, to be dominated by the Great Reset.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/anmael/default.aspx
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Unfortunately we are in the history of Humanity in which an evil group of men can dominate the

entire world without moving from an otce destroying a desired democracy. A change of the

magnitude of which we are living with very serious effects on the lives of people and nature must

be responded to by people of good will. We cannot allow this techno-fascist revolution to achieve a

massive lobotomization of billions of individuals who dream of a world. We must convince minds

lost in ignorance of the coming disaster if we do not Mght for freedom.

Thanks ANMAEL Great Avatar of Zen, representing enlightenment, the absolute universe, force and

inMnity. This world needs these attributes. One of the videos talks about graphene in vaccines,

found in a PMzer vial and that a sample will be taken to court for veriMcation. Consider that Dr. Jane

Ruby joins Stew Peters to discuss a scientiMc report that has just come out of the School of

Engineering of the University of Almería in Spain entitled "Detection of graphene oxide in aqueous

suspension: observational study in optical microscopy and electronics ”, where each PMzer

injection dose was found to“ contain 6 ng of RNA and 747 ng of graphene oxide, which is 99.103%

of the drug.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

She says: “These graphene sheets that the researchers found in the PMzer bottle, when they enter

your system and when they begin to penetrate your cells, they have a lipid nanoparticle that pushes

them into your cells, they generate oxidative stress ... “It literally destroys everything inside the

cell. It explodes the mitochondria. Create a situation where the body is in a Mre truck with 10

alarms and inpammation, cytokines, chemokines. This incredibly violent… inpammatory storm

comes in and has a particular atnity to create acute inpammation of the lungs, it creates an

inpammatory storm in heart tissue and brain tissue. There are scientists and doctors who do not

agree with the results of the Spanish study. In a video it is said that a vial will be taken to court for

conMrmation. More information in the links:

www.globalresearch.ca/video-graphene-oxide-a-toxic-substance-in-the-vi..  (July 17, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/actual-contents-inside-pMzer-vials-exposed/5749..  (July 7, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/graphene-oxide-detection-aqueous-suspension/5749..  (July 8, 2021) ~

www.globalresearch.ca/selected-articles-graphene-oxide-actual-contents..  (July 8, 2021)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Graphene and magnetite are known to be common components in nanoparticles used in the

pharmaceutical industry. Some examples: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33212875  ~

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33298980  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31852794  The use of graphene

in nanomaterials has reported safety and toxicity problems, including inducing apoptosis (cell

suicide), damaging DNA, changing the cytoskeleton. For instance:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33808775  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30453526

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

This connects with a report by Dr. Mercola on the synergy of vectors that enhance mortality and

disease that connects the manipulations of vaccines with the toxic situation of biodiversity and the

pathologies of an unhealthy humanity. Unfortunately, the deaths, diseases of the vaccines and

toxic and ineffective treatments will enhance the economic and social crisis, and the poor will

celebrate a funeral, while the proMts of the corrupt elites will grow. Big Pharma sees in this

pandemic the potential alternative to the use of toxic drugs and vaccines with gene therapy and

pollutants that create a synergy that, as reported by Dr. Mercola, causes deaths and potentiates

chronic and degenerative diseases. Natural resources and protocols with effective medicines that

would avoid vaccines are being neglected. Only increasing proMts, monopolizing theft and disease

that serve the vicious cycle of destruction and the tyranny of corrupt elites, Big Pharma has

subdued the institutions of "health" to destroy the vitamin and herbal supplement industry. .

Corrupt institutions have become a traitor and an enemy of the people in their criminal efforts to

take down the only natural health business that has actually shown positive results. Big Pharma

has tried to offer the fascist-fueled army of 100,000 FDA Gestapo agents what is healthier and

good for people in order to eliminate our choice about our own personal care.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

derridian2
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Just switch off. Media Research company Neilsen Media reported that during primetime, CNN (aka the

China News Network) lost 65% of its total viewers since January 2021.  In the advertising critical

 25-54 age demographic,  CNN saw 71% of its viewers tune out. In the last week of July they failed to

gain 1 million viewers. They had averaged 2.5 million prime-time viewers each night from November 4

2020 through Inauguration Day on January 20.... You can only peddle lies for so long. The vast majority

of the nation won't ever forget their lies and won't ever come back.  A Politico-Harvard study found 52%

of the US population now believes Covid-19 came from the Wuhan lab. Makes you wonder why they

don't seem to care about what must be pretty acute losses in advertising revenues. In the UK the Bill

and Melinda Gates foundation actually has given large grants to the Guardian newspaper, with

predictable results.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

this is GOOD NEWS .......... less Zombies watching the TV is always GOOD NEWS

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

The control of the media by large corporations and philanthropists is overwhelming. The great

fortunes, invest in intellectuals, thinking tanks and universities to develop and socialize their

reactionary ideas and that these are assumed naturally. All these corporations are united in the

same goal, to serve their interests, which have common causes, seeking to deceive and

propagandize their agendas. In this way they try to silence the independent voices that defend the

truth. Fact-checking within a centralized mechanism powered by journalists that they could easily

control is undoubtedly the CIA's dream. If the public's perception is confused about what is real and

what is propaganda, then your mission would be complete.

The CIA has long been associated with major news publications. The CIA, have been with the New

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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York Times, CBS, and Time Inc.The CIA even conducted a training program to teach its agents to

be journalists, who were then placed in major news organizations with the help of the CIA. address.

In a society marked by techno-fascism we have basic conpicts of freedom and responsibility,

marked by an oligarchic system. The loss of internal freedom of thought, of control, of loss of our

identity as a person or as a people due to the monopolies of communication, from a globalization

imposed from the money market, of the entrepreneurial proMt that enslaves the workers and

attacks the sense of responsibility and independence of thought that is what gives meaning and

security to our existence.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

DeeMarie123

I see they're Mring employees that are unvaccinated. I guess when you work for a propaganda

outMt, it eventually effects you too.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

poiesis

if i didn’t know that you know better SB,  i’d get the impression that yr mind has seized on zombies

+ TV ?? "we called him tortoise cos he taught us tautology " :) cheer up ~ life is short ~   why not

salsa til you're sore,  and soar  ? www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

sue2613

The Guardian was one of my trusted news sources. I will watch them carefully and see if they

change.
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

I’m smiling at this. Thanks for sharing!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

el-graf

Fauci is the son of the Father of Lies ..... so it comes natural to him.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Sminkly

He is the son Of Frankenstein Congress should Strip him of all .

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Dr Falsie  has only ONE function .... that is to LIE on behalf of Pharma whom he is heavily invested

in through patents and other Mnancial ties

Posted On 08/06/2021
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NewlandsWanderer

I've posted this two minute video before from Truth-speaker Robert F Kennedy Jr.  He calls out

Fauci for having investments in vaccines (along with Gates & his proMteering cronies).  Kennedy

reveals how Fauci, was directly instrumental in demonizing the cheap, early-use, life-saving

antiviral Hydroxychloroquine  because  it was a HUGE threat to the no liability, experimental

proMteering vax agenda.  Thousands of people who could have been saved with HCQ died as a

result   Fauci has also deliberately failed to recognise the life-saving merits of Ivermectin, because

again, it would interfere with the Big Pharma $$ Vaccine Gravy Train:.  twitter.com/.../1  I had

another short expose of the huge money-for-inpuence connections between Fauci and Gates but it

has been taken down as part of the purge on Truth that Dr Mercola is bravely trying to expose.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hmm, PLEASE don't forget the suppression of Ivermectin as well as HCQ, here's an excerpt from a

Mnancial incentive / disincentive discussion on Darkhorse Podcasts with Dr Pierre Kory:

"IVERMECTIN IS BEING SUPPRESSED BECAUSE IT THREATENS THE COVID VACCINE BUSINESS

MODEL - PIERRE KORY" - www.bitchute.com/.../wMRL14ifSBYJ  -  Clearly corporate health of new

developments played a big role in death of who knows how many. Some think hardly anyone

needed to die. How much human blood is built into Pharma's "unsafe and questionably effective"

vaccine program? And again, this is NOT the Mrst scam run by Dr Fauci.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

davidle

I bet he has 666 tattooed on him somewhere.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

Stanley, you’re right as rain on that.   His GOD is the almighty vaccine.   I remember when the nurse

survived Ebola at Emory.  I was watching Fauci pat himself on the back and then, his very next

breath was, “Get vaccinated folks!”

We can treat Ebola and a nurse at Emory but we have no idea what to do with childhood diseases.

 Right.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mirandola

If Paypal is "talking" that way I will never patronize them, and I will spread word widely. There is a

"reason" (not  good one or constitutionally sound) that Paypal and the government are getting away

with dubbing people as criminals when they do nothing more than have insights and peaceful

disagreement with government agendas. In the 9-11-01 era, the Patriot Act was said by more than a

dozen agreeing civil liberties entities of all stripes and colors, from the Red Cross to the NRA, the

ACLU, Center for Constitutional Rights, National Lawyers Guild and more, to contain an "over-broad"

deMnition of terrorism. This included advocacy. People who advocated against The Agenda

were...remember? "Either with us or against us" and usually, dubbed under the Patriot Act as "against".

Hence the "terrorism" label. Those who opposed Iraq war, gave money to a mosque, no matter how

peaceful  and having Absolutely Nothing to do with criminal activity of any kind, were sometimes even

called at their work place by the FBI. Guilt by association. Among those dubbed were the Nobel Peace

Prize-winning Quaker entity, the American Friends Service Committee, Greenpeace, People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals, Thomas Merton Peace Center and more, all on the FBI spy list and

represented by the ACLU. www.aclu.org/.../fbi-spy-Mles-project-aclu-client-list   See the client list here,

which by the way, includes the ACLU itself and the National Lawyers Guild. More

www.aclu.org/other/fbi-jttf-spying?redirect=cpredirect/24011Just  don't disagree with the government

https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.aclu.org/other/fbi-spy-files-project-aclu-client-list
https://www.aclu.org/other/fbi-jttf-spying?redirect=cpredirect/24011Just
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and you will, as they say nowadays, "Stay safe" ! Well my god the problem of thought control knows no

bounds. Got change?

We can't let Paypal and the government get away with this. A President and Senators, Congresspeople

who plug for censorship, are violating the basic Constitutional tenet of  a free press, free speech,

citizen immunity with rights and privileges protected (14th amendment), and the 4th. IMPEACH!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

BlueQuasilica

Hi and good day to you Mirandola. Another reason why we shouldn't use PayPal in the Mrst place.

https://youtu.be/KkOqvQeOecM

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Collimator

I suggest using PayPal (and similar) as little as possible. They seem to be 'testing the waters' as to

what transactions they can get away with blocking arbitrarily. Example: I recently tried to order

various items from a well-known mail order nutritional supplement company in a different state.

One item I wanted was a liquid trace-mineral supplement (famous brand). When I tried to pay using

PayPal, the (online) order would not complete. The customer service lady divulged that that one

item which I wanted to order was on a PayPal-enforced list of "controversial items" which PP would

not allow to be purchased by anyone through their system; she said that it was on the

"controversial" list because it contained a tiny percentage, almost negligible, of lithium! This was

not an order for OTC lithium orotate (which can be used as a mild anti-depressant) which doubtless

would also be on PayPal's prohibited list at a higher dose of lithium per pill. Maybe PayPal,

buddy-buddy with Pharma, does not want anyone ordering even a smidgen of lithium which in

someone's deluded imagination might possibly compete with Pharma's expensive

prescription-only lithium pills for depression (regardless of the fact that the trace mineral liquid

https://articles.mercola.com/members/BlueQuasilica/default.aspx
https://youtu.be/KkOqvQeOecM
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Collimator/default.aspx
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could have no noticeable effect for that condition). (The order did go through using a standard

credit card.) This is only one ridiculous example of how 'digital money' can be programmed to

control what someone could purchase; or what someone could sell to another; or what work

someone could get paid for; or what work one could pay someone else for, etc. 'Digital money'

could be time-limited, made to expire, made unavailable until a given date, and so much more.

CBDC will likely have these properties and hundreds more, which if we are forced into using, will

mean slavery ... credit (if any allowed) at the company store, and maybe nowhere else: economic

freedom crushed. USE CASH WHENEVER POSSIBLE, FOR AS LONG AS POSSIBLE!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

maxandfrancis

Andrew Torba of GAB is creating an alternative to PayPal.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

ulika7

I must say that even though Fauci has blood on his hands, literally, the people MUST come together

and defeat the real devil that is the big pharma otherwise, what is the point, they will continue with their

evil machinations and we the people will loose again.

www.brighteon.com/6de6820f-ee43-4053-a575-e24fb3f56877

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mirandola

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/08/05/partying-with-th..  Will this too be taken

down in 48 hours? A must see, and a good keeper. This will do exactly as you say, Ulika.... And this

https://articles.mercola.com/members/maxandfrancis/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ulika7/default.aspx
https://www.brighteon.com/6de6820f-ee43-4053-a575-e24fb3f56877
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/08/05/partying-with-the-vaccinated-11-of-15-fully-vaxxed-got-covid.aspx
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too is Very ! important and heartening too!

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/08/01/doj-claims-purdu..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Dr Falsie is the root source for the expression FALSIFICATION

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

anmael

solo hay que no comprarles sus productos. [ENGLISH: you just have to not buy their products]

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mnpearl

The shots do not stop transmission.  Supposedly they prevent someone from getting a severe

infection.  How does my not getting a shot stop the shot from protecting the person who got it?  They

will still have the supposed protection.  This is insanity.  Unfortunately, Klobuchar is my senator.  I

doubt she was actually elected and hopefully we can vote her out soon.  In the meantime, everyone

should sign this petition:  standforhealthfreedom.com/.../we-are-more-than-12    Stay safe everyone

and continue to pray.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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Bet65090

I had the virus in November last year. a fever 1 night followed by loss of taste and smell for 2

weeks.  Same for my husband at the same time. I ended up with tinnitus. He did not.  An employee

of mine and his wife have both been jabbed. They went to NYC. They also went to a bbq shortly

after returning from their trip. Several People there came down sick with the virus and are now in

quarantine. Not sure where my employee and his wife got it but probably 1 of the 2. I had

been-prior to his quarantine-in close direct contact with my employee sitting shoulder to shoulder

day after day training him. I never got ill again. Neither did my husband, who also has been in direct

close contact with him. This employee is suffering from severe pu symptoms, very bad headaches,

vomited, pain between his shoulder blades on the side where he got jabbed. We also have 2 other

employees who are currently in quarantine from the big C. Both of us were in daily contact with

them. They were not previously jabbed. They’ve been at super spreader events aka family

gatherings. We also see about 40 people a day who could be vectors—and have daily since

November. So we are a prima facia case of natural immunity vs the jab. Mine worked. His did not.

Put that in your pipe and smoke it Fauci, CDC, et al.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Bet65090

Natural News will next be on Biden’s hit list for speaking truth to power. Will the tyranny ever end?

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Bet65090

Freedom. From jabs. standforhealthfreedom.com/action/say-no-forced-coronavirus-vaccine/

Posted On 08/06/2021
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Bet65090

It goes without saying but... Write your Congress reps and oppose Klobe’s bill. Separately write them to

put Franken-Fauci before a justice hearing. Separately write them about things in this blog post. We

still need to voice our opinions and get heard. It does no good to just lament here. If there are online

petitions to sign, please post them when you Mnd them. Let’s help each other be heard.  We have to

Mght in the system we allowed to take control. Complacency just feeds the beast. Get heard. Loudly!

 Email daily on current events so they know you are paying attention. Encourage your fellow “woke”

friends to do the same. It’s all we’ve got right now.  Boycott PayPal, Facebook, Twitter. Be an activist

not just here. One grain of sand collectively makes a beautiful beach to enjoy.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

DiaTrig

Could Fraudski be more stupid? One mask doesn't protect against a virus, how the hell will two masks

change that? What a moron.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

skupe59

He's been known for killing since earlier than 1986 when I learned of it. Now some people in Cape

Cod are dying because of the shot and casual gay sex. Sounds a bit like what was happening

during the AIDS epidemic. Ala Fraudski once again. Two masks don't protect and neither do those

plastic shields.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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Guillermou

The masks not only do not protect against the contagion of COVID-19, they are also a war against

nature, a reason for fear against covid-19 and create the false need for mandatory vaccines. One

more step for the creation of transhumanism within the Great Reset. Vaccines and masks are now

and in the future a danger to health and biodiversity. TWENTY REASONS MANDATORY FACE

MASKS ARE UNSAFE, INEFFECTIVE AND IMMORAL.

www.globalresearch.ca/twenty-reasons-mandatory-face-masks-are-unsafe-i..  

According to Health Canada: “Face masks containing graphene oxide can present health risks.” It

took Health Canada over a year to recognize that certain anonymous mask brands contain

graphene nanoparticles. Health Canada has reviewed the available scientiMc literature along with

data provided by Shandong Shengquan New Materials Co. Ltd., relating to the biomass graphene

contained in its four models. The review found that biomass graphene particles are not released

from these masks in amounts that are likely to cause adverse effects in the lungs.

healthycanadians.gc.ca/recall-alert-rappel-avis/hc-sc/2021/75309a-eng...  ~

www.globalresearch.ca/face-masks-contain-graphene-a-poisonous-substanc..  

The masks represent a serious growth of environmental pollution, degradation of the oceans,

death of animal species, almospheric and agrarian pollution that is linked to GMOs, pesticides,

water puoridation, etc. aspects that enhance the degeneration of the human race. Disposable

masks can be even worse than plastic bottles, Dr. Mercola reported. While about 25% of plastic

bottles are recycled, "there is no otcial guide to recycling masks, which makes it more likely that

they will be disposed of as solid waste," the researchers said. "With reports of inappropriate mask

disposal increasing, it is urgent to acknowledge this potential environmental threat."

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

Not only are masks not recycled, but their materials make it likely that they will persist and

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.globalresearch.ca/twenty-reasons-mandatory-face-masks-are-unsafe-ineffective-and-immoral/5735171
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accumulate in the environment. Most disposable masks contain three layers: an outer layer of

polyester, a middle layer of polypropylene or polystyrene, and an inner layer made of absorbent

material such as cotton. Polypropylene is already one of the most problematic plastics, as it is

widely produced and responsible for a large accumulation of waste in the environment, as well as

being a known asthma trigger. Additionally, the researchers noted: “Once in the environment, the

mask is subjected to solar radiation and heat, but the degradation of polypropylene is delayed due

to its high hydrophobicity, high molecular weight, lack of active functional group and continuous

chain of repeating methylene units. These recalcitrant properties lead to persistence and

accumulation in the environment ”. link.springer.com/.../s11783-021-1413-7.pdf  

When you wear a mask, tiny microMbers are released, which can cause health problems when

inhaled. The risk increases when masks are reused. This hazard was highlighted in a performance

study to be published in the June 2021 issue of the Journal of Hazardous Materials.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0304389420329460  In Ocean Asia's 2020

report, Masks on the Beach, researchers developed a formula to provide reasonable estimates of

the number of disposable masks entering the environment.

Given an annual production Mgure of 52 billion disposable masks and a 3% loss rate (the

percentage of masks that leak into water management systems), Visual Capitalist's Marcus Lu

notes that the team concluded that nearly 1 , 6 billion face masks ended up in our oceans in 2020.

This equates to approximately 5,500 tons of plastic pollution. oceansasia.org/covid-19-facemasks

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

sue2613

The only people who really want masks and beneMt from them are criminals - robbers, thieves,

murderers, rapists.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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sus6236

Pure evil resides in this horrid little man.

thefederalist.com/2021/08/05/fauci-spent-nearly-half-a-million-in-taxp..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

davidle

I agree with you.  He is a despicable being not human being.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

If you look further, Dr Fauci was also involved in experimentation on children (in foster care) in

NYCity in the early 1960's, this was the horrible event that got Vera Shirav involved in human

rights...for all Americans.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

sopricon

Wouldn't just be great that we just be happy of being being scared all the time?  Play some Andre' Rieu

concerts an see how happy are other countries that don't listen to all the bad news like we do. Most

don't even know who our president is and how bad is is over here. Notice in the orchestra and audience

 from other countries how many don't wear masks.  We in the USA are being sold a bill of goods. Forget

the news and see for your self the truth.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/sus6236/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

ann1785

Thank you for continuing to publish Dr. Mercola. Your continued presence supports and encourages us

to hold strong.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Dar6416

Who I do trust is the King of Information, which is you, Dr. Mercola!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Boe1921

You are a brave man

❤

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

chantalsalzmanngmail.com

https://rumble.com/vkorz0-1   This is what KBAMFIELD is writing about. Is it true ? If it is true,  all hell

is going to be let lose very soon ! Like AMIS says, the truth will always OUT. It is a law of/in CREATION.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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no1minerva

I hadn’t heard about Patrick King in Alberta Canada, a fantastic and hope raising result.  Thanks

KBAMFIELD for highlighting and Chantalsalzmann for the link to rumble.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The reason Fauci won't go down is the interconnection & web connected to him.  They may 'sacriMce'

him in due time, but only in such a way that the web of corruption he's part of is preserved, & the

parties in the shadows pulling the strings remain anonymous & disconnected.  It's like Cuomo being

thrown to the wolves while Biden's still groping at large & untouchable.....for now.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Straight from the virtual Twilight Zone - something rude, but humorous, and a good example  of the

current "medical" insanity: twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

bcdctf

Notice how the Republicans like Rand Paul only take it so far and then fund raise off of it. My

congressman does nothing but fund raising off of areas he knows people will throw their money. Is

there anyone in congress that can be trusted?

https://articles.mercola.com/members/no1minerva/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

juststeve

Now that more information like this article are coming forth, & although Doc's article will be most likely

labeled misinformation, even the anti-Trump sites, and Left/Progressive sites no longer have to fear

having their sites shut down too. More all the time are picking up the truth. Case in point;

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Miabeth

I see a few people here posting about the court case of the guy in Alberta.  Just thought I should let

you all know, that story isn't completely right.....he didn't really 'prove' anything in court.  This rebel

news reporter explains it accurately.  He did get out of paying his Mne though, so it worked in that

sense, but really nothing more.

rumble.com/vkrvxk-no-one-alberta-man-did-not-end-the-lockdown-and-mask..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

ann1785

I agree having read further too.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven
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This PA is great.  www.facebook.com/.../10159420293476575

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

JGB123

Many thanks for sharing from a professional brave enough to stand up to these murderers.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

robolo1132

I can't believe Fauci is still in power.  WTF is wrong with us?  Here's an UN-ELECTED bureaucrat

dictating to the American people and essentially the world how to live our lives. Does everyone forget

how many hundreds of thousands he killed during the "aids" epidemic? I can't believe the gay/trans

community stands behind this guy like he's some kind of savior.  He killed thousands upon thousands

of their brothers and sisters with that AZT death drug, and now he's doing it again....all for proMt!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Bet65090

CDC to answer for their actions. standforhealthfreedom.com/.../cdc-grand-jury-investigation

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

el-graf

This just in:  "RFK jr. reveals Fauci set to make $9 Billion from automatic Pentagon contract NEXT

https://www.facebook.com/TerryDickerson/posts/10159420293476575
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WEEK if FDA concludes that there is no other known antidote to Covid 19 and gives Emergency Use

Authorization to Fauci's Kill Shots."   Spread far and wide to get injunction and derail this.  Do this

immediately. twitter.com/.../1344943827317006338

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

almallo1

Doc as a long time reader, fan and supplement user, I would take the harassment by CNN as absolute

vindication that everything you have said is the the truth due to the fact that CNN is ALWAYS WRONG!!

 Thank you for your courage and great advice throughout the years.  My wife, myself and our entire

family have pourished due to your articles, advice and products. Take care and stay well. -Al Mallozzi

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Dulcinea3

Fauci Fauci he is criminal. I would lock him in Guantanamu in isolated cell and put 2 masks on his face

for ever. Mask is realy simbol of slavery. We are their slaves. I do not wear mask. In EU we are not so

obediant, the sold politicians are trying but we rebel. They try to impose  many Fauci rules But We are

rebeling and shall continue the Mght for freedom.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

cat6071

Good morning!  I have a Bass player friend who is sick.  Her boyfriend is with us...no V.  He’s an

optometrist and got her HCQ and Ivermectin.  His words to me yesterday

Hi...
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I put her on ivermectin 2 days ago,

Starting Hydrochloroquine tomorrow.

Tons of vitamins

And hydration

This *** is deMnitely bioengineered... *** Me

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

nikkicavingrace

The corrupt DOJ, along with the usurpers in power will never charge or indict or prosecute Fauci. We

must get the truth out about him and the CDC and other malign agencies.
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

Anyone else dealing with vitalvotes in sending a message, unable to deliver?

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

cavulab911

We only have papers/research in the public domain. Where are the papers hidden under the banner

“National defense?” These need exposed, and they must see the light of day. Are the journals also

playing the National defense card for the government? You have my support Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mandibular

Whom does one contact for "justice" against a rogue government? AIPAC? Every time I'm made aware

of these tricks, I can't help but snicker as I think about how comic those pushing the chaos must

consider it all. How completely unaware the victims are as to what's coming. Much like a horror -

comedy act.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Shannon_Flaherty

Does anyone here know if America's Frontline Doctors has a new web link? I was trying to get back on

their site yesterday so I could order Iver... and Hydroxyq.... The site yesterday had this weird captcha

https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
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thing on it and I clicked on it, but nothing would happen. Now this morning, the site says the url cannot

be found. If someone could please let me/us know how to access their site, it would be greatly

appreciated...

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

ChristieMarie

How do can I save Dr. Mercola"s articles so I can access them after he deletes them?

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Shannon_Flaherty

I usually right click on the article then choose "print." When your printer options appear choose

"save as pdf" then just save it. Also, I make sure to expand all of the citations at the bottom so they

are saved in the document.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Shannon_Flaherty

Oh and also change the title of it. Just in case...

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

truee

the "judges" will never rule favorably as their lives and the lives of their family members are in jeopardy.
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 you know the phrase "suicided"?  it is quite the common thing these days.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

connierod

Hello all, can any one tell me how to save all your comments and the links in them? When I download

Dr. Mercola’s article it doesn’t save the comments, even if they are ‘open’. Also, all the links that look

‘live’ on my ipad no longer will come up. How do I save them? Wondering if this is part of the banning

going on.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

farmercist

Fauci makes me sick just looking at him

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Retsbew

PMzer document describes vaccine “shedding” from person to person by Jon Rappoport - August 6,

2021 - blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/06/pMzer-document-describes-vaccine-s..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

doblerlu

Does anyone remember the post from Sunday, August 1st, from a healthcare person at a facility where

https://articles.mercola.com/members/connierod/default.aspx
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they had an attorney draw up papers when the vaxx was becoming mandatory? The legal papers said

that the company would also be responsible for the spread of all other health issues .  The company

then withdrew its requirement for vaxx proof. I have a sister in MA in that situation now and I"d

appreciate any help. Thanks so much.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi doblerlu, the URL is a Vaccine Notice of Liability with instructions how to serve, etc.  The could

form the basis for a wrongful dismissal case if the employer will not agree.

action4canada.com/employee-vaccine-notice-of-liability   ACTION4CANADA

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mmartin59

The establishment of the Ministry of Truth was foretold in 1984, so it should surprise no one. Just wait

until they use all that ArtiMcial Intelligence and Big Data they collected ,along with the other

mind-reading tech, and put it to use in Room 101 in the Ministry of Love buildings. Then people will

realize how stupid the "I have nothing to hide" replies were.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

kenrobar

remember kids--"gain of function" is newspeak for weaponizing!  nothing to see here--move along!

Posted On 08/06/2021
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jke5341

So Paypal wants to be an activist company.  Fine, be that way, I can easily quit using them.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

sue2613

They will come up with a catchy name such as Green Stamps.  Oh no that my be under copyright. Do

you remember Green Stamps? The media hasn't really gone after anti-vaxxers, Carlson, Hannity, and

Ingraham on Fox, they choose people who are more vulnerable.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Opalite

I just read an article where we are going to be coerced into getting jabbed. Whether people choose to

get the shot or not, I Mrmly believe our "choice" should not be taken away.  And what about those

people who can't take the jab due to certain health issues.  I call this Totalitarianism...  Articles: Life

may be about to get tougher for the unvaccinated -- A rising chorus of states, cities and private sector

titans have implemented new vaccine requirements for their employees and patrons. It marks a new,

less negotiable phase in the Mght against the coronavirus.  And; Hospitalizations for COVID are almost

entirely conMned to those who are not vaccinated, often at the cost of tens or hundreds of thousands

of dollars. Insurers, led by government programs, should declare that medically-able, eligible people

who choose not to be vaccinated are responsible for the full Mnancial cost of COVID-related

hospitalizations.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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lovestosing6

Isn’t it crazy they’re doing this with something they don’t know the long-term effects of? How can I

mandate some thing that isn’t even approved yet?

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

BillyWayne

We're behind you Dr. Mercola

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Peternak

Lots of front men and organizations leading this long term war against humanity and the true, living

God. Satan - central bankers - intelligence agencies - Wall St investment houses - Big Corps, i.e. big

food, big pharma, big media, big tech, etc - governments and politicians and their lackeys.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

kmi1415

This is the Mrst lawsuit to expose how the government censors U.S. citizens’ speech on Twitter. For

years we were told Twitter acts on its own as a private company and you cannot question their

decisions. Take a few moments to watch this interview.  This probably explains the Dirty Dozen hit list.

rumble.com/vkrskx-dr.shiva-slams-tucker-trump-exposes-govt-big-tech-ce..   Additional information

can be found here. vashiva.com/Mrst-amendment-twitter-galvin-lawsuit
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Just scanned this really fast, so while running for otce, seems Dr. Shiva was kicked off of Twitter

within 2 weeks of election day! Geeze, why didn't Twitter do the same to President Trump? Then all

the world would have seen what is occurring; we would not have needed months of masking and

social distancing, and subsequent re-counts to put suppression front and center of our focus? -

instead they waited until after Trump left otce!...

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

spasabino1

Dr Mercola, I understand you deleting stories from your website It is tough being a martyr. Please

continue but if you think your road will get easier you are mistaken. Their goal is to crush you and your

businesses.  I will continue to order as many produces as I can from your website while I STILL CAN.

But that will be the next thing they crush by taking way your ability to take credit cards. I pray for your

peace of mind. -Joe Sabino

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

I’ve given a lot of thought to this, hours upon hours with a pit in my stomach wondering how they

could achieve their goal with a person as transparent as Dr M …

What exactly had to happen to get them to get Him to do this?

And then I started wondering if it’s all of us sharing information underneath the articles that is

more important for them to shut down. How much knowledge and how many links are shared - that
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all goes down the toilet too.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

exmouth123

Mr fauci must be sent to prison for lying to the American people.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Gwyncann

Excellent article. The following is directed to the proof readers. "This is a classic illustration of the use

of what Plato calls the Nobel Lie." "Nobel" is the spelling of the prize. It should read "Plato's Noble Lie".

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

jeannew

Books like A Wrinkle in Time are probably going missing from third grade public school classrooms.

Stealth operation.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

I’m locking my copy in the safe then!    I have no idea what is wrong with our government.  Except

it’s run amok.   All the players making this happen need to be taken down.
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Randyfast

If the zombie masses can't see what's coming, by now; then there's no hope left for humanity. Time is

up!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

Yes please!  Straight to jail, do not pass go, do not collect $200! Fauci’s EXTREME MISHANDLING of

AIDS could be thrown in their too, for the 35,000,000 dead. He could do one day for every death.  Does

anyone think this is a possibility?   He’s so protected now, that’s why he lied to Congress, he has

nothing to lose and he knows it :( None of them do.  Two colonels can say exactly how voting fraud

happened and half of the population would say, ‘Nah, that didn’t happen!’ The information they had

proved how far reaching it was as well.   And now we have an administration run amok blocking a US

citizens access to health information. The violation of our Mrst amendment rights should be enough.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

CMT367

Klobuchar's motive "to strip social media platforms of their liability protections" is not TRUTH, but

RE-ELECTION...

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

laurahumphreyshealth
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Absolutely with you. This whole system is blinded, they are the ones misinformed and dishing it out too

brainwashing people to their own advantage or at least in their own ignorance. You should do a petition

"

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

RampagingManatee

Fauci changed his message because some think tank or ad agency decided masks need to be seen by

the public to keep their dead, dud bioweapon alive in the feeble minds of the gullible masses.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

preston1953

From radio and television, to newspapers and magazines, Mythland has made fools of you and me. Clif

High says 15 million New Englanders learned their lesson after only one poisoned injection and are

Mlling with regret- rumble.com/vkqm8s-wooplosion.html  -- The clotshot causes the body to make

spike proteins which the body then ejects/transmits.  Big Lie Media cannot use the words "spike

protein"  because the variant cover story falls apart with  spike proteins are the real reason people are

going to hospitals and graves. Mike Whitney covers it:"The Killer in the Bloodstream: the "Spike

Protein""-- www.unz.com/mwhitney/the-killer-in-the-bloodstream-the-spike-protein/  

ONS: Birthrate for Q1 2021 down. Still births up. So the Johnsons’ plan is working a treat so far. Cut

and and keep prediction: Birthrates will fall further. Still births will rise. Covid will be blamed rather than

the you know what. It’s already started...twitter.com/.../1422883909344321537  --

mikewhitneysgraspingatstraws.blogspot.com/2021/08/todays-links_5.html  -- “If there is no virus, why

are all these people dying?” by Jon Rappoport on 8/3/21

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/03/if-there-is-no-virus-why-are-all-th..  -- Freedom Fighter Court

VICTORY! Ends Masking, Shots, Quarantine in Alberta! Stew Peters Show Published August 3, 2021

rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-Mghter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-qua..  
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EXCLUSIVE! Dr. David Martin Just Ended COVID, Fauci, DOJ, Politicians in ONE INTERVIEW. Stew

Peters Show Published July 19, 2021

rumble.com/vk2bya-exclusive-dr.-david-martin-just-ended-covid-fauci-do..  -- "They Killed People for

Vaccine ProMts – Paul Craig Roberts"

--rumble.com/vkqui7-they-killed-people-for-vaccine-proMts-paul-craig-ro..

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

I.M5384

Dr Mercolas shared this article... [link no longer available]  North Korean Defector Shares Her Story -

July 31, 2021 - We watched many documentaries on dictators... Some are on this list....

about-history.com/list-of-dictatorships-by-death-toll-the-top-10-bigge..  . A comment was made in one

of the documentaries that stated something to the effect...  "Why Kill the dictator, another will just take

their place'' ?  Technology is a tool making this way more ditcult.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

I.M5384

We read a myriad of DM articles for many years. We also study metiphysics, spiritual energies and how

science should go hand in hand w/ it. Not to put words in DM mouth. But, we take most of DM's (and

his crews) gift of this hard work in directions standard science may consider non-pier reviewed paths.

One thing we get out of all this... 1, Humans are designed to be "PART" of this planet. We are only 1/3

human, all else is some form of symbiotic life / energy.  Example;  Lets look at Allergies. Do the trees &

grasses attack us?  No, but the allergy commercials tell us they do. Take this drug to mask the

symptoms.   We, as a species are so chemicaled & drugged up, most of the symbiotic energies that

make us "Human" are being lost.  Between earthing, foods, liquids, etc. We are bombarding our bodies

w/ so much that is non-native to this planet . We may be extincting ourselves.  One reason Steven

Hawkens stated is a variety of ways. ''We are running out of time & it's our own doing''. Most lemmings

seem to be content ''running to the government'' as censorship just fuels the path.
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Frs5328

Thank you, I will copy your articles for Posterity. You are in my prayers and on the SRF prayer list

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

mirandola

Fauci seems to have a lot to hide from the Senate Congressional Oversight Committee. Why the

redacted emails? Note his mention of the "colleagues" in China were among the redacted comments

and the subject of an investigation. www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

wmktaoas

Most of these alpha hotels are indicted.  It's just a matter of a short time before they are all captured

and court marshaled. Don't worry too much about these infringements.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

randymcarthur

Just remember:  “we all reap what we sow!” Dr. Mercola:   You’ve done quite well! In 2017, you Mled an

atdavit claiming your net worth was “in excess of $100 million.”
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spiritdaily.org/.../mercola-worth-over-100-million  Focus your energies on what you do best - natural

health and healing :) such as: “Take control of your health starting right now!”

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

exmouth123

Thanks for that great advice.  I am pretty certain Dr. Mercola is more than capable of making

decision about what he “reaps and sows”.  Perhaps you should heed your own advice.  Have a

great day# #

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Retsbew

randymcarther, just an FYI, I've marked your post 'spam.'  I suggest you Mnd something constructive

to do with your time.  Dr. Mercola has worked tremendously hard over the years and he deserves

every penny he's ever earned.  He also re-invests in wonderful health directed causes.  You've

probably never known anyone like Dr. Joe Mercola and the other problem you have is that all of us

here feel like we know Dr. Joe very well and trust his knowledge and expertise.

Posted On 08/06/2021
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